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Art Series opens
with Ann Hood

Get your
swirl on
By Kelly Drew
Staff Writer
Interracial dating is preva
lent throughout American cul
ture, though it stiJI causes a stir
when films like Guess Who
and Something New are made.
What are the pros and cons of
dating someone outside one's
race? Toby Simon, director of
the Women's Center (located on
the third tloor of the Bryant
Center), led a lively discussion
dedicated to this very topic, ti
tled "Getting Your

want to wait awhile [before
getting married]?" she asked.
Everyone raised their han.ds.
This led to a discussion at
young marriage and reasons
not to wed so soon. As one stu
dent pointed out, 'time won't
make difference jf you're in
love.'"
To dispel stereotypes, Toby
Simon showed different pic
tures of interracial couples and
asked if the advice shared
would have changed. Once that
segment was over, three
women were called to the front

. I O n:

d

Guide flO
The event w co-spon5Or8d y
and the Englis h and Cultural Studies Department.

The Archway's Carlos Ramos got to speak to Ms. Hood
after her talk. Check out next week's issue for a full re
view of the presentation.

Ann Hood is also the author of
Somewhere Off the Coast of
Maine, which hit the best seller list
in 1987.

Photos By
Danielle Malatesta

" rP int
ut
"issues that might
be important" re
garding this con
troversial topic.
Students learned
that there was a
law that banned
interracial dating
(Loving v. Vir
ginia), but it was
declared unconsti
tutional, 60-70% of
Japanese people
marry someone
outside of their
racial group, 57%
of teens date out
side race, and
one-fifth of all
adolescents had been in an in
terracial relationship. Simon
then spoke regarding the opin
ions of the opponents and pro
ponents of interracial dating.
People against it feel that these
individuals are betraying their
families, abandoning their cul
ture, eroding the solidarity of
their ethnic community, and
they fear biracial children will
turn on their black heritage.
People in support of interracial
dating believe that it is a step
toward eliminating racial ha
tred; politics won't solve any
thing so people have to fix it
for themselves. Children in in
terracial families have been
found to be more tolerant of
others than children born in
single-race families.
The end of the PowerPoint
focused on a hypothetical situ
ation of Candice and Alex, two
college students who have been
dating for a year and a half.
They are of different ethnicity.
Alex wants to propose to Can
dice but her family will not ap
prove of the union. Simon used
this little bit of information to
poll the students rresent.
'How many people think they

to lead a debate about topics
such as "Why is there so much
controversy in interracial dat
in~?" "Can interracial relation
ships work? If so, what are the
most important skills to have
so that the relationship lasts?"
and "What sorts of challenges
do interracial relationships face
that non-interracial relation
ships don't?"
Wilberte Paul, Alicia Wilson,
and Margarita Vasquez, the
students running tfie discus
sion, all have experience with
interracial dating. Wilson's fa
ther is black ancfher mother is
Italian, and as a result of this
union, she was born in Hawaii.
This is because it is far away
from her mother's disapprov
ing parents. Her parents have
been married 27 years. Paul is
against racial profiling in rela
tionships (like men seeking
only to date Asian girls) but
"hey, I only date tall guys," she
said. But it is "not a
black/white thing; it's an inter
racial thing." Vasquez com
mented that it is wrong to
"discriminate against a whole

Continued on page 3
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EI gran finale: Latino Heritage Month Comes to a Close
that represented cultures of the Do
minican Republic, Puerto Rico, Peru,
Columbia, Bolivia, Mexico, and
Guatemala. Each country's perform
ance was opened with a brief history
about the country. Guest speakers in
cluded Ms. Puerto Rico, Ms. Domini
can Republic, Ms. Peru, Ms. Bolivia,
Ms. C01umbia, Ms. Mexico, and Ms.
Guatemala of Rhode Island who each
introduced the dancers of her country.
Intermission was livened up by a
singer known as Mikey from Provi
dence. He sang Son from Four's origi
nal song Apuro Dolor. His voice had
the crowd very excited.
"The costumes used during the Bo
livia performance and the Puerto
Rican native folklore dance stuck out
in my head as being the highlights.
"1 really had a good time hosting
with Zolio Farcia and all of the
dancers were fun to watch. We put so
at Bryant.
much work into it and it really paid
Sasha Batista the Vice President of
off," said Stephanie Reategui.
the Multicultural Student Union was
The evening's performances were
not to be outdone by
the last group of
dancers from Provi
dence, INFINYT. Their
performance was very
well taken by the
Cbair
crowd and included a
• AmIZnawi
mix of genres includ
VICe
t;
ing Hip-Hop, Salsa,
• x..m YWd
and Reg)?eaton.
• ..u-BIyM
The wmner of the
• nbMcD
MIll: .
flat screen television
When:
• Hope SoIamaI
that was raffled off was
Time:
Dung Lee, a junior here

By Carlos Ramos

Staff Writer
Latino Heritage Month, (LHM)
sponsored by the Multicultural Stu
dent Union, came to a festive ending
on Thursday October 12 with its an
nual LHM Finale held in the Rotunda
and Janikies Theater. The evening's
events included exotic cuisine from La
Sonrisa Restaurant in Providence,
amazing art work by Felix Diclo, a
Providence resident, as well as dance
performances representing seven
Latin countries.
The guests included Bryant stu
dents and many visitors from all parts
of Rhode Island
The finale kicked off in the Ro
tunda with a cocktail hour that gave
guests a chance to sample new foods
and admire the art exhibition of Felix
Diclo. The art works were very elabo
rate and colorful and will be dis
played for the next two weeks in the
Judith and Douglas Krupp Library.
"1 had been to LHM Finales the
past three years," said junior, Emily
Baez.
"But this one was the best out of all
three. During cocktail hour I fell in
love with Dicolo's artwork, and I
would buy it in the future."
The second part of the night in
cluded an exciting show hosted by a
sophomore from the LHM Commit
tee, Stephanie Reategui, and Zoilo
Farcia, a well-known radio personality
from Poder 110.0 who translated in
Spanish. The show included dances

Photo Courlesy of Carlos Ramos

very pleased with the outcome of the
finale and thankful to all of her com
mittee members.
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Growth remains top priority Bryant we comes new
for Communication Society staff members
By John Crisafulli

Assistant Editor
Nearly 40 students, most of
them freshmen, attended The Commu
nication Society's first meeting earlier
this year. The crowd was the 1argest
the society has seen in recent years.
The meeting was held by an entirely
new e-board lead by President Diana
Rostowski. The other members of this
year's e-board are: Dana Pepa, treas
urer; Christine Lasota, vice president;
Lauren Mcniff, promotions coordina
tor; Mike Yakavonis, secretary; and
Abby Lesneski, event coordinator.
Plans for the year topped the
agenda for the meeting. The society
will be sponsoring a trip to New York
City for all members m late October. In
addition, they will be holding a winter
coat drive later this semester and a
pring fund raiser to sup ort the
Boundless Playgrounds initiative on
campus.
Rostowski encouraged new
and old members to get involved in the
events and "really talk up the club."
Some old members showed
concern for the future of the club after
the entire e-board ~raduated last year.
Member Chelsea Quakenbush '09 said,
"I don't doubt that they [the e-board]
can handle it [leading the society]' it's
just not easy to bounce back from los
ing a whole e-board. They [last year's
e-board] should have gradually re-

placed people along the" < y."
Rostowski, after hearing the
concerns said she understood the lffi
pact of losing the former e-board, bu t
has no doubts that the organization is
heading in the right direction.
"Last year's e-board definitely
helped us out by exposing the club and
our goal is to try to continue what they
started and make the society grow and
tlourish," said Rostowski. "We are an
entirely new e-board; we have a lot of
positive energy."
After only d few obstacles, in
cluding finding a way to get the word
out, Rostowski said she feels that the
society is ready for a successful year.
She says the main goals of the society
this year are to increase membership
and get involved on campus.
The Communication Society is
open to members of the Bryant commu
mty with a major or minor in Commu
nication and is a relatively new student
organization, only in its fifth year. The
Communication Society frequently
hosts guest speakers including Public
Relations representatives from Fidelity
and NBC who talk about opportunities
in the field of communication. The soci
ety also holds the Relationship Forum
in the spring. Students are invited to
corne and ask a panel of interpersonal
professionals about relationship issues.
These events are open to all students on
campus.

Get your swirl on

Aurelie Maciejewski
Aurelie Maciejewski attended Bryant as a stu
dent thirty-three years ago. After graduating she
worked for a temp agency and was sent to
Bryant to work in the Graduate Office for a few
weeks. Maciejewski really enjoyed working at
Bryant and when she heard about an available
position in what was then called the Registrar's
Office, she applied and got the job. Maciejewski
is a new employee in Counseling Services; how
ever, m st of her years were spent in the Aca
demic Affairs Division, and a few years in the
Business Affairs Division.

Monique Austin
Monique Austin is the new Assistant Director
of the Intercultural Center. She comes to Bryant
from the University of Massachusetts-Boston
campus where she worked for 12 years. It is a
predominately commuter campus where a ma
jority of students are in their late twe ties.
Austin's reacti n to the change in em ironment
is, "I love it. I love the energy here and I enjoy
working with traditional students."
She worked at the University of Boston for 12
years when her family was looking to relocate to
RI. She worked in the Umass Advising Center
overlooking events like Orientation. Austin also worked as an event planner
and internship coordinator for undergraduate and graduate students. Her
duties included academic advising and providing clinical placement for
graduate nursing students. Her new position as Assistant Director of the
ICC was the first and only one she applied for.

Amy Bartlett
Amy Bartlett is the new Assistant of
Health and Wellness Education. She recently
graduated from Springfield College with a
1aster's degree in Education in Psychology
.
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Miller also had been arrested
nine times in Lehigh and
Northampton counties, most re
cently in April for stealing $12,000
in checks from a Hanover Town
ship, Northampton County, busi
ness while negotiating a plea deal
for the eBay tfiefts, MarkInan said.
"What troubles me most is that
this all hapf>ened while under pro
bation in Lehigh County," Dalzell
said. "I have to protect the public
from you."
According to prosecutors,
Miller's scam was simple: to offer
products via eBay with "no inten
tion of providing."
Items Miller advertised in
cluded Pittsburgh Steelers tickets,
merchant gift cards, Gucci hand
bags, Disney World passes and
tickets to the Super Bowl.
When customers complained,
she found different ways to avoid
them. Some she sent "cheap" or
"counterfeit" goods. Others she
provided phony package tracking
numbers.
In most cases she "ducked" calls
and e-mails from customers de
m anding th ei:r products or refunds,
Markman said . Som etimes she sent
refund checks that bounced .
Customers eventually com
plained to eBay, which closed
Miller's aCCOlmt. But Markman
said Miller simply would open a
new account under a different
name, e-mail address and bank ac
count.
Markman added that most of
the people tleeced were of "limited"
means and the loss of a few hun
dred dollars was severe. None of
the victims traveled to Philadel
phia for the sentencing, but many
did provide what Dalzell described
as "compelling" written statements.
"These victims have faces,"
o
.d. "n 1 Ii • "
Miller will be required to p ay
restitution once she's released from
prison, from $100 per month the
first year to $300 per month the
third year.

By Matt Birkbeck
By Steven Dudley

MCTCampus
PEREIRA, Colombia _ In Colombia, they
like to tell a joke about the promiscuity of
women in this southwestern city near
Colombia's lush coffee fields: If you ask a
Pereira woman to sit down, she lies
down.
These days, however, some Pereira
women are carving out a new image for
themselves more befitting of a Greek
myth than a tasteless joke. In the ancient
Greek Aristophanes' antiwar play, "Lysis
trata," women of several villages with
hold sex from their husbands to secure
the end of the Peloponnesian War.
In early September, a half-dozen
Pereira women decided to withhold sex
from their boyfriends _ many of whom
authorities say belong to gangs _ until
they dropped their weapons and found a
new way of life. Now, the man who
helped organize this so-called "sex strike"
in this city of 450,000 says about 100
more women have joined and countless
others are sympathizing w ith them.
"We can t keep talking about how the
law is kin g here when there is no law,"
said Julio Gomez, the strike organizer
and the top security advisor f r the
m ayor's office. "We have to look for alter
native solutions"
And so they have, reaching out to
youngsters who have made this the most
violent city in Colombia with incentive
programs to push for them to hand in
their weapons and sex strikes to make
them think about their actions.
But it will not be easy. Colombia's
murder rate remains one of the highest in
the world . It is home to the longest-run
ning civil war in the hemisphere and is
the top producer of cocaine on the planet.
With close to 500 murders per year,
Pereira has become the new epicenter of
violent d rug trafficking gangs, drawing
comparisons to Medellin in the 19805
when Pablo Escobar used child assassins
to attack judges, policemen and rivals.
The city is also ilie subject of a runaway
soap opera hit, "There's No Paradise
Without Breasts," that chronicles criminal
life from a young woman's perspective.
"What we're interested in is sending a
message," said Omaira Munoz, 31, one of
the strike's organizers. "We wanted to call
attention to this so we could have more
of a dialogue with the men."
Munoz says she's kept her man at bay

MCTCampus
for nearly a month. He has responded
ALLENTOWN, Pa. - One woman
with f>romises to change his life. She says
she is holding out.
from Texas saved her Christmas
"Until I see real changes, definite
money for three years to buy dia
changes, this will continue," she said stri
mond stud earrings.
dentfy.
Another man, a former U.S. Ma
Like her counterparts, Munoz lives on
rine from Michigan who lost part
the edge of this city. Here and in other
of his brain and lived on a small
poor neighborhoods, small gangs of boys
pension, thought he was buying a
in their teens and early twenties fight
rare coin.
over territory, drug trafficking clients and
They and dozens of others paid
sometimes women.
hundreds, sometimes thousands,
Munoz and others say that part of the
of dollars for merchandise adver
culture of violence that exists stems from
tised on eBay - but received noth
the attitude of the local women, who
ing.
often seek out the gun-wielding neigh
On Wednesday, a Lehigh Valley,
Pa., woman was sentenced in
borhood boys.
"Women in this neighborhood want
Philadelphia to three years in
the hard guy, the strongman," said 18
prison for scamming 75 people na
year-old Mmiury Restrepo, who is also
tionwide on the popular Internet
participating in the sex strike. "You feel
auction site.
Julie C. Miller, 34, who had ad
important when you're with him."
Restrepo said she was the same until
dresses in New Tripoli, Hellertown
her boyfriend, Alberto Galeano, was al
and Breinigsville, also was sen
tenced to three years' supervised
most killed. "This has created more dia
releast: by U.s. District Judge Stu
logue between us," she said of the sex
strike. "He says he wants to chang, bu t
art Dalzell. Miller collected nearIv
$70,000 between November 2003'
his enemies won't let hIm."
Reactions to the strike have varied, the
and January 2005 from p eople w ho
women said. There are some vocal sup
never received their merchandise.
Miller pleaded guilty III July to
porters as well as silent ones. A local rap
group has produced a song about them.
three counts of mail fraud and
Stillt the women and their partners
could have been sentenced to as
have faced ridicule, they said, adding
many as 20 years in prison.
that the men have continued to support
"Drugs took over my life and
the women's decision.
became more important than my
children," said Miller, a paralegal
"When one of these guys say they like
what they do, they're lyin~" Munoz said
with two small children who cried
of the gang members' deCIsion to try and
as she told Dalzell that her prob
change their lives.
lems stemmed from drugs and a
Indeed, the city government, under
former boyfriend.
But Dalzell, in pronouncing sen
the leadership of Gomez, has sought to
tence, said he was disturbed that
reign in the violence with education and
job training programs. The results have
Miller perpetrated the scam while
been modest: In the last four months, the
on probation from other crimes in
government has received 18 guns and a
Lehigh County.
Assistant V.s. Attorney Joan
nand grenade. Meanwhile, those p artici
•
d -r'
I
11 r
pating in lheprogram
p
'
an "unremitting can artist," said
about the lack of opportunities.
Miller had four convictions be
"I want to start working," said Carlos
tween 2002 and 2005 in Lehigh
Andre Agudelo, a 23-year-old gang
member who handed in his weapon. "But County for various offenses, in
there's no work."
cluding trafficking in stolen and
counterfeit checks.
So, it is left to the women who, by all
appearances, want to hold their men to
taSK just like the women of Lysistrata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
"If he doesn't change," Restrepo
said, "Then the relationship will end."
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Spring Break
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Ready for summer? Plan
your internship now
By Kara McGuire
MCTCampus
Now that you've been in school for a few
we.eks, better set aside your mid-term study
guIdes and plan your summer internship. Re
ally. Many companies start visiting college
campuses to search for fu ture interns in Octo
ber.
,. "~oday'.s in,ternship is often just a very long
1.ob ~te~Iew from the employer's perspec
tive, saId Peter Vogt, a partner with the
Bloomington-based counseling firm College to
Career.
Three out of four employers confirm that
sentiment, according to a recent survey by the
National Association of Colleges and Employ
ers.
It worked for Cheryl Busch, a student at the
College of St. Catherine in St. Paul, who had a
paid internship with 3M and was offered a
post-graduation sales position at the company
on Tuesday. The offer made the expenses that
came along with her internship well worth it.
Her advice to those shopping tor internships
today: "Start buying suits."
Suits aren't the only cost that come with en
tering the working world. There's printing the
resume and the paper to print it on. Then once
you get the gig, there's parking, filling ur the
tank, .an~ tho~e mandatory happy-hour net
workmg seSSIOns.
Busch still is paying off the credit card bills
from her summer mternship in Missouri. "I
had to cover expenses for home and the in
ternship in St. Louis," she said.
Try covering expenses in any state when
you don't get paid. That's a dilemma facing
students who choose unpaid internships.
. To ease the financial pain, some schools,
h~e Gustavus Adolphus College in St. Peter,
Minn., have very small scholarships to help
students afford unpaid internships; we're talk
ing a few hundred dollars in most cases, or at
the most a couple of thousand. 50 other
arrangements to cover expeIlSeb still need to
be made.

Groups such as the Higher Education Con
sortium for Urban Affairs (www.hecua.org)
also pay interns for the work they do at part
ner nonprofits, so be sure to ask around before
bowing out over money.
Brian Koeneman, director of internships at
Gustavus, urges students interested in unpaid
intern,ships, but in need of money, to worK
part-time and look for one of many part-time
internships. "A great unpaid internship can be
an avenue to a really great job," he said.
Taking out ext~a student loans to get
through summer IS a reasonable option if it in
creases the odds of netting a dream opportu
nity after graduation.
For so~e,. accepting a summer internship
m~~ qU1~g a school-year job. Cynthia
GillIS, a medtcal sales major at St. Catherine's,
had bee~ ~ assistant manager at Pier One be
fore deCl~mg to spend th~ summer working
for a ~edlcal manufac.turmg company outside
of Chicago. The hefty mternship paycheck
made the move worthwhile.
Back in Minnesota, she's waiting tables at
Applebee's, and she said the adjustment from
set salary to tips has been really hard. "I feel so
poor," she said. "Now I'm scraping pennies to
gether to make rent for November.'
But not forever. She's interning at the same
company again this summer.
INTERNSHIP HUNTING TIPS
Start planning financially for an internship
as soon .as you send the applications. Other
suggestions:
.
_ Bulk up your business wardrobe over
time.
_ Save for that lean period before your first
paycheck
_ Estimate transportation, food and other
routine costs of working.
_ Expect to cover some business expenses
and be reimbursed later.
.
_ PI.a n for tuition costs if you want your in
ternshIp to count toward college credits.
_ Look for grants and other assistance if
your intems~jp will be unpaid, or v,'ork and
mtern part time.
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New service helps
you plan your sick
days
By Sarah Langb ein
MCTCampus
ORLANDO, Fla. _ We've all been there before. In need of a
n:ental-heal~h day. In need of a couple more hours to sleep
off that hornble hangover. Or just plain in need of a day
away from thinking.
Byt who wants to wake up at the crack of dawn to avoid
talkmg to the boss and pretend to sound sick?
. Now you can plan in advance and leave the early morn
I~gS to a message service _ call in sick from any place at any
tIme.
Al.an ~nd Jill Lougher of West Palm Beach, Fla., launched
call-m-sl~kcom Oct. 1 as a "cool gimmick" to promote their
new busmess, a message broadcast system.
Four days later, their Web site was swamped with re
quests.
"~ think everybody's been in that situation where they
don t want to go to work the next morning," says Alan
Lougher, 34. "For me, it was usually the day before when I
knew."
A 2005 survey by Harris Interactive shows men were about
twice as likely as women to call in sick when they were actu
ally fine. It also shows that one in four men had faked sick
that year, and parents with children younger than 18 weren't
any more likely to call in sick than their co-workers.
Call-in-sickcom is easy. Call 561-214-8030 and a young
woman talks you through the process.
"So you warma call in sick, lluh?" the taped voice says.
The service allows the caller to record a message and even
re-re~ord to get that perfect sick-sounding tone. Pick the day
and tIme you want tile call delivered, diar your boss' phone
number and the message will be delivered.
If the boss has caller ID, it will show the number from
whatever phone you dialed the service.
Best of all, it's free to users in the United States and
Canada.
Alan Lougher estimates his site receives 10,000 hits a day,
~rom all over the world. He hopes the interest will translate
mto customers for his real business, Group2call, which al
lows callers to contact friends, customers and co-workers
with one phone call. For example, a Little League coach can
cancel practice with one call to the entire team instead of
making ind i\'idual calls to each team member, Lougher says.
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SMILE!!
Senior Portraits for the 2007 Ledger

The Shadow Program brings students and alumni together for
one day during winter break, giving you the opportunity to
receive an inside view of a career you might be interested inll

Yearbook are NOW BEING SCHEDULED!!

October 31 until
November 3
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Log onto www.ouryear.com and
use the Bryant code 445 OR call
1.800.0UR.YEAR
Make an appointment at your
convenience! First come first
serve, sign up NOW!
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Accounting
Actuarial
Advertising
Finance
Government
Law
Management
Marketing
Non-profit
Sales
...• or other careers?

Well now you can find out by attending
one of the following 15 minute
ORIENTATION DATES!

Monday Oct. 30, at 4pm
Tuesday Oct. 31, at 3pm
Thursday Nov. 2, at 5pm

All Orientations held in the Amica Center for Career Education
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Intern Spotlight
Melissa DiScala, '07
Concentration: Marketing
Minor: Communication
Internship Site: MTV Networks, New York, NY
Location: Summer 2006
What did you learn about the profession?
That it's a very fast paced environment. MTV is very laid back, you didn't
have to get dressed up everyday, you went, did your work, had fun with peo
ple. However, it's VERY competitive, so many people want to work in the en
tertainment industry - there were over 200 interns there.
What were your primary responsibilities?
I worked with Comedy Central and DVD production watching DVDs that
would be on sale and choosing trailers for commercials and Internet viewing. I
learned the Comedy Central programming better. r attended weekly meetings
on DVD release and production dates as well as meetings for Paramount Enter
tainment.
I worked extensively with Excel spreadsheets and did a lot of marketing re
search.
What did you find most challenging about your internship?
When I first went there I was scared that I wasn't going to know how to do
anything right away and didn't want to ask a lot of questions. It was tough at
first but you learn quickly because you're always gomg to meetings and imme
diately doing projects and talking to people.
Getting an internship in a company that big is tough - I thought it was a big
reach. I applied at MTv, NBC as wen as some home town companies and I was
counting on the companies around home to come through.
Last year though I went on a trip to MTV through the Career Center and met
the HR person there and I kept in contact with her constantly - and that's what
y u need to do - on email and they'll forget about you. It worked out great for
me because I got that woman's name fr m the tri p - she wouldn't have Known
me otherwise if I hadn't gone and then my persistence is how 1 got the intern
ship.
What did you find most rewarding about your internship?
Meeting all the p,eople - they're great p eof le. It was great for netwOTking 
th y told me they d elp me with w hatever needed. I met with a Bryant
Alumni 'ho is Sr. VP of Marketing R search and that was very rewarding - he
tau ght me a lot abo t getting into the business
I met Sway Calloway, MTV News orr spondent - he was awesome. He lifted
my spirits by telling me what I needed to do and to stay passionate about what
you want to du and that something will eventually work out.
What did you learn about yourself?
That I love N YC and that I learned things a lot quicker then I thought I
would. Everyday co-workers gave me new responSibilities an d I would catch
on and I would know what to do and who to go to - I wouldn't have to think

about it -I'd just know how to do it - I
didn't think I'd learn everything that
quick.
Entertainment really is what I want to
do - I love marketing and speaking to
people so I learned I could tum talking
to people into a career - I started a blog
and mIght start a show here on campus
- so I learned I'm very passionate about
the industry - it's nice to know what
want!
Did you receive compensation for
your academic internshIp?
It was unpaid but I received credit.
Who was your faculty supervisor
and what were your academic require
ments?
Professor Stanley Baran was my su
pervisor. I had to write a five page
paper at the beginning describing the company, keep a weekly journal regard
ing tasks, write a finar ten page paper evaluating the internship.
Melissa is willing to discuss her internship in more detail! Email her at
mdiscala.
If you are a sophomore or junior interested in a summer or fall academic internship,
or meeting with Barbara Gregory by calling x 6090 or stop by the Amica Cel1ter for Ca
reer Education.
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NE-IO Championships this weekend at Bryant
By Stephen Demers

Sports Editor
Cross country is certainly not a sport for the
weak. It requires endurance, guts, and a lot of heart.
The Bryant men's and women's cross country teams
Eossess these qualities and they have each achieved
their own level of success so far this season.
The Bulldogs are under the leadership of first
year head coach Trish Hillery. Coach Hillery was a
very successful runner at Providence College and
continues to run on the local racing circuit. Her vast
knowledge of running has helped both the men's
and women's cross country teams run consistently
throughout the season.
The men's success this season is a result of their
deep roster and hard work ethic. A wide range of
runners have made important contributions to the
team this season. Andrew Holmes, Tom Casey, and
Brian Ford have allIed the Bulldogs in races this
season. Alan Waters and Nathaniel Green have also
contributed for the team.
Coach Hillery has been impressed with the
team's cohesiveness and desire to work hard. "They
get along very well as a team and encou rage one an
other, especially on Tuesday and Thursday when
we do really hard work sessions. They are very en
couraging to one another and 1 like that."
The Bulldogs' hard work ethic has definitely paid
off this season. In the Bryant Invitational, the Bull
dogs finished second and have been near the top of
the results in most of the other large races. Sopho
more Tom Casey believes the practices have helped
another in practice
the team develop. "Pu~g
is very: im~nt because it makes the team bette£
as a whQ~. Cross country is a team sport. You'd
rather have seven good guys than one great ~y. "
The women's team has also had success tlUs sea
son, bu t they have been faced with the challenge of
a small roster.
"Our team is only ten girls, so we can't afford to
lose anyone due to injury or sickness. 1 think the
smaller team is good in some ways, because we are
such a dose team and we all work well together,"
said senior captain Stephanie Rosen.
Th \
led this sea..o:.nn

Radzik, Jen Goodwin, Kara Tranquillo, Lind
sey Tunak, and Rosen. Coach Hillery feels the
team will be even better once they expand
their roster through recruiting. "We just need
to strengthen the numbers so that if one girl
has a poor race then that won't be so lacking
because someone else will be able to step up
and cover it."
The Bulldogs face their final challenge of
the season this weekend at the NE-lO Champi
onships which will be held this Sunday at
Bryant. Coach Hillery has high expectations
for both teams. "I would be very nappy if the
men were in the top five, because they lost
their top three runners last year throuf?h 9,rad
uation and the NE-lO is very competitive' she
said.
Captain Andrew Holmes also has high ex
pectations for himself and his teammates thIs
weeken d. "This year 's goal will be to finish
fourth in our conference. It will be a very tight
race for that position between ourselves, Bent
ley, and Merrimack. Hopefully, with 'home
field' advantage, and lots of fans cheering us
on, we can read1 aUf goaL"
As for the women, Coach Hillery feels they
have already accomplished a huge goal by
fielding a full team for every race this season.
"One of our goals at the beginning of the sea
son was simply to field a full team in every
meet, because last year they were not able to
field a full team because kids got injured
throughout the season. I am looking for them
to be in the top seven."
The Bulldogs will certainly have an advan
tage running on their own course, which may
be the most difficult in New England. They
also have the benefit of their fans cheering
them on. The women's race kicks off this Sun
day at 10 am, followed by the men's race at
11am.
Captain Stephanie Rosen and her teammates are
looking to make an impression this weekend.

ogs
Lorenzo Perry
Year: Senior
Sport: Football

~~~~~~~~~--------~

Why this dog was picked: Perry
rushed for a season-high 247 yards on
31 carries to lead the Bulldogs to a 35-14
win over Stonehill College on Saturday.
Perry rushed for three touchdowns in
the game including a dazzling 62-yarder
for the first score of the day in the first
quarter. The 247 yards are the third
most in school history and his three
touch d owns g ive him 30 for his areer.

Football: Sat, Oct. 21

VS.

Saint Anselm · 1:00 P M

Field Hockey: Tue, Oct. 24 vs. Stonehill .. 7:00 PM; Thu, O ct. 26 at
Franklin Pierce 6:00 P M
Women's Soccer: Fri, Oct. 20 vs. M errimack· 7:00 PM
Men's Soccer: Sat, Oct. 21 vs. American International'" 7:00 PM
Volleyball: Fri, Oct. 20 v • Franklin Pierce 4:00 PM, VS. Dowling 8:00 PM;
VS. Florida Southern 11:30 AM; Tue, Oct. 24 at Franklin
P ierce" 7:00 PM

Sat, Oct. 21

Men's and Women's Cross Country: Sun, Oct. 22 Nottheast-lO Olampi
onships at Bryant
Golf: Mon and Tue, Oct. 23-24 at New England Championships

Courtney O'Bri

Swimming: Wed, Oct. 25 at Provid nee 5:30 PM

Year: Junior
Sport: Field Hockey

Women'. Basketball: Pre-season starts November 17th VS. Queens

Why this dog was picked: O'Brien
scored a g oal and added two assists in
leading the Bulldogs to a 4-2 win at
Saint Anselm on Thursday and scored
the team's first goal Saturday night in
lea ding the Bulldogs to a 3-1 upset win
over d efending national champion

~~;o;'7ii6AtiiiBtk1)6joa;t;;r UMass Lowell.

Men's Basketball: PnHJeason starts November 1st at Syracuse

Hockey: Fri, Oct. 20 vs. Montclair 8:10 PM; SAT, Oct. 21 at University of
Connecticut (ACHA) 8:40 PM
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Bulldog Bites
Cegarra and Garry Earn Conference Weekly Honors
The Bryant women's volleyball team had two members
honored by the NE-lO for their performances this past
week. Senior Jessica Cegarra was named NE-lO Conference
Player of the week and junior Tiffany Garry was named NE
10 Setter of the Week after averaging 12.22 assists per a
game for the week.
Cegarra averaged 5.25 kills and hit .321 in three confer
ence matches this week. Cegarra has 495 career blocks and
needs only five more to break the school record. Garry aver
aged 12.22 assists this past week and on Saturday had 56 as
sists against Saint Rose.
Golf Team Competes at Saint Thomas Aquinas Invita
tional
The Bulldogs golf team placed 2nd overall this past
weekend at the Saint Thomas Aquinas Invitational. The
team shot an overall 43 over par. Saint Thomas Aquinas
won the invitational, beating Bryant by two strokes.
Scott Congdon was the top Bryant finisher. He tied for
fifth place overall with a two day total of 152. He shot a first
round 77 and a second round 75 for an eight over par finish.
Field Hockey Team on a Roll
The Bryant field hockey team has been putting together
some clutch wins recently. On Saturday night they defeated
seventh ranked UMass-Lowell3-1 at the Bulldog Turf Com
plex. Courtney O'Brien scored the first goal in the 12th
minute. In the 50th minute, Laynie Sadler added to the Bull
dogs' lead by putting one in the net and Michaela Dwyer
put the game away 11 minutes later, scoring off a comer
play. Kundayi Mawema continued her dominance in the net
by stopping ten shots.
The winning streak continued Monday afternoon, as the
Bulldogs shut out C.W. Post 2-0. Michaela Dwyer and
Sadler each scored a goal and Mawema stopped nine shots
in goal for her third shutout this season.
Baseball Announces 2007 Schedule
Head Coach Jamie Pinzino announced the 2007 baseball
scMdule this wee . The team kicks 0 the se
wi
doubleheaders in Florida at Rollins College versus Barry
and Rollins Feb 17-19. The Bulldogs' home opener is March
22nd vs. Assumption.
Archway Basketball Preview Next Week
Get ready for the Archway basketball preview in the next
issue. The men open the pre-season November 1st at Syra
cuse and the women open up November 17th vs. Queens.

Swim team prepares
for a new season
By Alan Waters

Staff Writer

Men's and women's swimming is the newest
face to the Bryant Bulldogs famify, but they
can definitely hold their own with the compe
tition. Last year the men finished 10th out of
15 teams and the women finished 18th out of
22 teams, which for a beginner program is a
huge statement. Led by head coach Katie
Cameron, who begins her second
year here at Bryant, the Bulldogs
hope to improve their perform
ance from fast year. Katherine
Centrella begins her first year as
an assistant coach with the Bryant
men's and women's swim teams
and has valuable advice to bring
to the team.
Both teams bring experience to
the table as well as youth in the
freshmen class. Bryant will look
for continued great performances
from Andrea Geoffrey '08
(Belchertown, Mass.), Ricky
Cosse '09 (Cos Cob, Conn.), Jaime
McDougall '08 (Waltham, Mass.),
Nate Olszewski '07 (Blandford,
Mass.), Tom Desbiens '07 (Hope
Valley, RJ), Chris Desmarais '09
(Burlington, Conn.), Ray Savner
'08 (Bethlehem, Conn.), Christa
Berard '08 (Alfred, Maine), Kris
ten Brekne '09 (Stony Brook, NY),
and Jessica Depetrillo '07
(Bradenton, FL). All of these
swimmers made the New Eng
lands last year and will look to
take that level of competition to
their meets this year.
Youth is something that will
have a huge impact on the team,
as the BuHdogsDring 16 new
sw inu ner to the (0 ram.
mainly on tlfe
's side. This
will help add depth to an already
competitive swim team.
This year's competition kicks
off with meets agamst Provi
dence, Roger Williams and the
Bentley Invitational. The swim
schedule runs until March, so
The men's and women's swim teams hope to improve
both teams will look for enon their inaugural season.
durance and strong performances
to help them throughout the sea

Townhouse Residents
you are invited to this year's

Wednesday
October 25, 2006

Fall F st

3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Picnic area between Nand M blocks

sponsored by the townhouse RAs
and the office of residence life

son.
Competition at home begins November 3rd
and 4th with meets against Eastern Connecti
cut for the women and Clark for both teams.
If all goes well this year for the Bulldogs,
look for both teams to make an even bigger
splash in the conference standings, which will
speak volumes for the program and the swim
mers. Come support the Bulldogs as they
make a big splash this year.

sports
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Media needs to acknowledge
the real problem with liTO"
By Stephen Demers
Sports Editor
He is the most vilified athlete in
professional sports. His face is plas
tered on every ESPN show amf every
word that comes out of his mouth is
analyzed more than a Presidential de
bate. His name is Terrell Owens (TO).
TO entered the NFL in 1996 after
being drafted by the San Francisco
4gers. Over the next eight seasons,
Owens set numerous receiving
records in San Francisco, but he also
managed to start a lot of feuds. He
lashed out against former 4gers head
coach Steve Mariucci and quarterback
Jeff Garcia. After a lengthy contract
dispute at the end of the 2003 season,
Owens was traded to the Philadelphia
Eagles.
During TO's two seasons with the
Eagles, he managed to single hand
edry implode an entire team. While he
helped them reach the Super Bowl in
2004, he once again had personality
conflicts with both the players ana
coaches. Midway through the 2005
season, Owens was suspended for
four games after verbally attacking
quarterback Donovan McNabb and
referring to the Eagles organization as
"classless" on the radio. After the sus
pension was over, the Eagles deacti
vated Owens and releaseo him at the
end of the season.
After the release, the Dallas Cow
boys signed Owens to a three year
deal. As a Cowboy, Owens has been
up to his usual antics and rarely com
municates with head coach Bill Par
cells and quarterback Drew Bledsoe.
Earlier this season, Owens' publicist
f
d TO unresponsive with a bottle
of pain killers next to him and she
caned 911. According to the police re
ports, Owens had attemptea suicide
and claimed he was depressed. After
being released by the hospital, Owens
claimed the police had made the en
tire suicide attempt up and he was not
depressed.
There is no question that TO has a
lot of athletic ta1ent, but his bizarre in
teractions with other players and
coaches signifies he is more than just

another selfish athlete. Owens
is not a stable person. Attempt
ing suicide, clashing with
every coach he has ever played
under, and publicly humiliat
ing Jeff Garcia and Donovan
McNabb add up to a man that
has a serious condition that re
quires professional care.
Week after week, however,
ESPN takes advantage of
Owens and paints him as the
villain of the NFL. Nobody at
ESPN cares if TO is actually
suffering from depression,
they just want their ratings for
Sportscenter and PTI to in
crease.
This entire situation re
minds me of what happened to
former baseball player1<.en
Caminiti. Caminiti played fif
teen seasons in the big leagues
and hit 239 career homeruns.
During the 1996 season he won
the National League MVP
award, but he battled a drug
addiction his entire career. In
2002 he admitted in an inter
view that he used steroids for
much of his career, and he got
arrested for cocaine use in
2001. Throughout his career
the media portrayed Caminiti
as a ferocious power hitter.
Sports media outlets knew he
had a problem with drugs, but
they never managed to do any
thing about it. Caminiti ended
up passing away in 2004 of a
heart attack that was related to
a drug overdose.
I'm not saying TO is goin~
to end up like Caminiti, but It
does bring up the ~uestion of
the role of the medIa when
dealing with prufessional ath
letes with illriesses. At some
point the media needs to stop
Courtesy of MCT Campus
thinking about their own rat
The media has built Terrell Owens up to be a villain, but have ignored the real
ing and readership numbers
and start to consider the mind issue behind his actions.
set of the players they are cov
ering. ESPN and other media
ESPN acknowledge that TO has a seri
rylines. Professional athletes, how
outlets don't seem to view profes
ous issue and answer his cry for help.
ever, are human beings who suffer
sional athletes as human beings, but
problems like everyone else. It is time
rather characters in their weekly sto-

Bulldogs by
~he numbers...
Att
Rushing
Avg/g
Lorenzo Perry 196
Chris Peaks
38

Yards

Avg

TO

Long

1279
194

6.5
5.1

14
0

76
55

Cmp

Int

Pct

Yards

TO

90

6

65.2

1245

12

Receiving
Justin Kix
Sean Bergin
K. Anderson

Yards
434
247

TO

44

Avg
17.4
14.5
4.4

4
0
2.

Long
67
31
20

Avg/g
72.3
36.3
6.3

Punt Retums
C.Wohlheter

No.
10

Yards
140

Avg
14

TO

Long
39

Interceptions
C.Wohllieter
Bryce Martins
M.Morgan

No.
3
3
2

Yards
149
185
90

Avg
49.7
61.7
45

TO

Passing
Long
c.Granatell

0

2
0
1

Long
75
95
67

182.7
32.3

67

Bulldogs rebound
with 35-14 win
By Stephen Demers
Sports Editor
Comin~ off a heartbreaking
loss to C. . Post, the Bulldogs
bounced back nicel~ th7a
traveled to Easton,
to ace
the Stonehill Skyhawks.
The Bulldogs got off to a
quick start thanks to the impres
sive running of Lorenzo Perry,
who scored the first touchdown
of the game on a 62 yard run.
Bulldogs iharterback Charlie
Granatell t en connected with
Justin Kik for a IS-yard touch
down. Another PerrJ touch
down gave the Bull ogs a 21-0
advanta~e with 9:09 remaining
in the ha f.
The Skyhawks were not going
down easl' however, as quarter
back Jon aloyanides threw a
46-fiard touchdown Feass. The
Bu Idogs then fumb ed on the
Courtesy of Aihleiic Department
next kickoff and Stonehill recov
ered at the Bulldogs' 24. The
Lorenzo Perry runs for another
Skyhawks eventually scored to
cut the Bulldogs lead to seven at touchdown.
the half.
The second half was all Bull

dogs, however, as
Perry scored again
from 25 yards out on
the first possession of
the second half.
Granatell then fotmd
Kik again in the
fourili. quarter for a
67-yard scoring pass.
The Skyhawks were
com~letely silenced
and ryant took the
35-14 win to improve
to 5-2 in the North
east-10 conference.
Perry finished
with 247 yards rush
ing. That is good for
the third-best rushing
performance in ..
scllool history. The
B3'ant defense was
Ie by Andrew
McLarty who had ten
total tackles.
The Bulldogs come
back home next week
and take on the 0-6
Saint Anselm.
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•
1 t-serv?
BROSSIS (Brothers and Sisters) is /Ian elec
tronic discussion group for use by interna
tional and multicultural students at Bryant
University." lilt was developed a several
years ago by the ICC [Intercultural Center] in
the hope that Bryant international and m ulti
cultural stu dents can build a sense of com
munity on campus."

k-'~~~
:

"Stuff like that is messed
up. If we are supposed to
be such a diversified
campus why d( we need
an e~mail system for mul~
ticultural and interna~
tional students anyway?"
__

"I think it is okay since

iiiiiiiiZiacjiihiiiiBiuirkiii'Oii8~jjijjjj;;'..~~.,*0~u!:r school is mostly

the chance to meet pe~
pie from other interna:
tional cultures."
Stephanie Mirando '09

"It doesn't effect me. It
doesn't effect my every~
day life. People have to
do what people have to
d o. "
Ben Conn '08

t

"People don't under~
tand what BROSSIS is
and what the ICC is all
about. It is there as a re
source for anyone that
wants to use it. People
don't understand that
and they need to go ex~
perience before judging."
EHzett Pires '09

-~.)-·
·
f ••
~

,
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"I appreciate its purpose
and I like that it isn't ex
clusive seeing that any
~ ___body can sign up. It's
, very functional, much
better than Bryant."
Caesar Aldoyn '09

Compiled by Joseph Dorminey

"I feel it is segregating
mort! than anything.
Shouldn't everyone get
the same e~mails to bring
the community closer?"
Kate Thomas '09

"I think it is a good con
cept and it is good talking
online if you feel awkward
about a confrontational
issue. But I think people
don't know that they can
request to be on it. They
can so it should be adver
tised for more people who
. . "
want to Jom.
Brittany Petrino ' 10

"BROSSIS is a great way
for the minorities on
campus to communicate
with each other, al
though white people
should not be in itially ex~
cluded if the school re~
ally wanted to integrate
diversity. "
Girish Massand '08

•
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The Daley Soap Box:
YouTube, YouLose

Observations
By Lauren Cimino and Ryan P. Daley

"Pitching a Tent" for Parents & Family
Weekend!
For the second (possibly more) year in a row,
Bryant will be getting a hard on for P&F Week
end! Or so @bryantannouncements would make
you ~hi~k upon f~rst glance. Last year's parking
restrIctions e-maIl on October 17, 2005 regarding
P&F weekend informed us that we couldn't park
at the back of the C-3 lot "to accommodate the
erection of an 80 x 100 tent." This year they're
placing temporary parking restrictions, the rea
son being the need to "erect a tent for the festiv
ities occurring [P&F] weekend." Geez Bryant, we
never said we wanted to get that personal!

Electric Stapler in the Library
If you're a stuaent and you don't fre9uent the li
brary, chances are you probably aren treading
this ~ewsp.aper. With that said, each one of you
readmg thIS has probably used the electric sta
pler at the print booth at the library. First of all,
it's nearly impossible to get the staple exactly
where you want it. Second, thing hardly ever
works properly. Third, it's so much less efficient
to use that ins tead of the $1.99 hunk of metal. So
please, if you're the prick who keeps jamming
the metal staplers, leavmg the electric sucker as
the only possible means of stapling our papers,
cut the shit!

Wednesday at 4:00 pm
For thos e of y ou who don't know, every Wed n es
d ay at 4:00 p m the Student Senate meets in Pa
pitto. On days when you, the s tudent body,
decide to take an interest in what's happening
on campus and show up to these meetings, the
hour once a w ek is well worth the time. This
week, the audience was packed and the tension
in the room could be cut with a knife. Sitting in
the audience, you ca n sen I? the debate over con
stitutions and budgets could cause an uproar at
any second, specially dS voting approached. So
take the t im
ut of day and come support your
stud nt ,,·n.• l'IS. Th e se s tu dent s aT yo ur repre
sent il tl\ ' - dn
.., O U rn a ha ve could be
m,:!ch bigger than you th ink 'and the questions
raIsed may even have you reconsiderIng your in
volvement on campus.

Parents and Family Weekend
Thank you to the students who work so hard to
make this weekend a success; you are the un
song heroes who deserve recognition.

Ugg Boots
Youlook like you're wearing rats on your feet.
'Nuff said.

WAY
L aLlrel!
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Editor: John Crisafulli
Editor: Jaritza Cortes

Opinion Edilor: Ryan P. Dalcy
Ass t. Opinio n Editor: Peter Connors
Sports Edilor: Slephen Demers
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Variety Editor: Greg Hir..hom
Copy Editors: Emily Wdles.. Mike Yakavonis
PhOlo Edilor:
Stalf Photographers: Joe Domancy. Danielle
Mal:ttC'.sta

Edilorial Assislant: Sand, Campbell
Stafl'Write",: Toby Simon. J"n Dipretc, Brian
S. Kennedy, lzzy Dias. Brian Ford, Kclly
Drew, Linsay Mo e, Carlos Ramos , Brigit

If you nL..,d to contact The Arc/rwa" or
any stall' member, please lcel free 'to usc
the contact informalion listed below.
The Archway
Bryant. University, Box 7
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield. RI 02917
Location: Bryanl Center. 3rd floor
Phone: (401 ) 232~018
(401) 232-6488
Fax: (401) 232-6710
E-mail : archway@bryatlt.edu
Advertising Email: archads@bryant .cdu
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The Archway is printed by Masswel:>.

Advisor: Meag.'lO Soge
Technical Advisor: Larry Sasso

Guidelines for Comment ...
. We. welcome your comments and submissions on editorials, articles, or top
ICS of lnlportance to you. Only letters including author's name, and phone
number WIll be conSIdered for publication (phone numbers will not be printed
'
they arc for verification purposes only).
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have tbe best chance of
being. published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will (,lot print
submISSIOns exceedmg 500 words. All subtnlsSlons are pnnted at the discretion
of the newspaper staff The Archway staff reserves the nght to edit for length
accuracy, c1anty, and libelous material.
•
. Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically. Bryant Univcr
Slty community members can. email submissions to : arcbway(aibryant.edu. Let
ters and articles can also be gIven to The Archway on dIsk. Tiley can be left in
The Archway drop box on the thud floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be
mailed throulili campus mail to box 7.
Tbe deadl1ne for all submissions is by 5 p.m . on the Monday prior to publi
catio~ (for a complete production schedu\c., contact The Archway office). Latc
SubffilsslOns WIll be accepted at the d,screUon of T7,e Archway staff and more
than likely will be held until the next issue .
.Members of the Bryant community arc welcome to take one copy of each
edItIon of TIr e :~ rclJ\\'Gy for free_ If you arc interested in purcbasinti multiple
COplCS for a pnce of 50 ..:cnts eacb, please contact Tlte Archll'av offIce. Pleas"
note that newspaper theft is a crime . Those who violate the single copy rule
may be subject 10 disciplillary action.

Google just bought
old when Bob Saget was hostins America's Fun
YouTube for $1.65 [jillion dol
niest Home Videos and we reahzed then that
lars! That means the few kids
these clips were just useless. I've heard of some
who started it are going to
J'eople spending more time on YouTube per day
cash out with over $300 mil
than they do studying. I've seen others waste
lion each, and they aren't
more time on MySpace than is even imaginable.
much older than us students 
MySpace is the most visited website on the inter
in fact some of them are still
net - and owned by the brainwashing machine of
in school. The concept of the
~upert Murdoch's media empire News Corpora
L......_.....::=-_ _- l site was cultivated by past
tion . The fact that people subscribe to this junk is
PayPal engineers. I have but
absolutely appalling!
By Ryan P. Daley one thing to say to these peo
The Google empire so far has been fairly suc
Opinion Editor
ple: Thanks a lot, guys, for
cessful m its scheme to monopolize the internet
making yet another tool to
advertising market (a good thing? I don't quite
help America's
know ... ) and by absorbing
you th become even
YouTube, it just hit a huge niche.
more stupid.
Some analysts are predicting (but
The creators
what don't analysts predict?) that
1M video
have remained a
will do to the future of the
close knit group
internet what MP3s did to music,
after their ea rly
and as our attention spans get
days a PayPal and
shorter and shorter, You Tube is
come to each oth
th perfect tool to earn more
ers' aid when ideas
money off of internet users.
aris for internet
When the most visited site on
startups. The New
the internet is for social network
'fork Times recently
ing, and others in rhe top 10 list
quoted Scott
are for nothing more than passing
Dettmer, a legal
ti me then 1 think Am erica needs
advisor for venture
to ad m ' it has problem. We see
-apitalists, as say
media pressure and hear constant
L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.J complaining about how horrifying "PayPal may
have the highest
photo courtesy of brandweek.com ingly obese our country is, but
ratio of individuals
where is the concern over intel
going off to start or
lectual minds being so damn un
fi.nance new ·tart-up.s in J ~ iliconj alley." The
productive?
site w~s ~ product ot d dmner party amongs t
What we're seeing is a lassi ' example of Cor
these mdIvlduals a little over a y ar ago. It of ers porate America capitalIzing on American ind 
lence, The Man is keeping you sedated with this
u~ers th~ opportunity to watch or upload short
, e C IS fe h
. t f h in m et t

'm , d y • 1 '
.
. i yo 're
ov r nd 0 ' r a~ain, It' fodder for i:neptitude
conten t with that 1 asfi \-vrap ('d : tight around
and nothmg mor t )an:\ m pl ·te \ , I of tim . .~ u r ne .
ut a smIle on your tace as you're
Admittedly, I hadn't e\'~n heard of YouTube
!>truggling to bre.tthe what little fresh air we have
u~til a few wee.ks ago and I've only seen two
left, and say it loud and proud: "1 love Big
VIdeos on the site - neither in its entirety. I have
Brother."
never understood the concept of a quick laugh
oyer an o~line video ?f Legos having sex, or one
kId slappmg another m the midst of studying, or
better yet - a group of teenage boys dressed up,
dancing, and singing karaoke to the Spice Girrs.
But the rest of Amenca loves it!
Sure, it can be funny for a minute, but it got

Kennedy Uncensored:
Real Racism
Ah race relations, a subject
I'm sure will m anage to get the
attention of a few people, pri
manly because they live in
some sort of fantasy world
where I purportedly get privi
leged treatment because my
ancestors were Celts. Let me
count the ways: 1) I bum eas
ily because my skin has
.
nearly no melanin, the chemiBy Bnan Kennedy cal in your skin that acts as a
StafjColuml1ist
natural barrier to sunlight. 2)
Because my family is middle
class, I get the benefit of paying my own loans
after college out of my own paychecks with my
own m~ner, just. like everyone else here. Although
my family IS white, we do not generate money just
by breathing. My parents work their behinds off at
their businesses to make sure we have food and a
TO?f over.our heads,. I gr?w wea;r of people who
think white means nch; It doesn t. 3) r receive no
race-based "assistance" scholarships, and as my
G~A is de~ent but no 4.0, no academic scholarships
wIll be fly~ng my ~ay. 4) When I go to get a job,
~d there IS a chOIce between myself and a minor
Ity and we are otherwise equally qualified, it is I
who will not get the job because I do not "promote
diversity" since my skin happens to be pare. If
there is an unwritten percentage of minorities or
women to be filled through an affirmative action

plan, this white male is going to be passed up be
cause he isn't "diverse" enough.
Yet I am somehow the beneficiary of "white
~rivil.ege" and ~urther, I apparently live the lavish
life ot a CaucaSIan American, someone who has no
"dual experience." Somehow every minority has
their "dual experience," but I do not. No, I do not
know what it's like to grow up as an African Amer
ican or a Latino American, but I sure wish minori
ties would stop assuming they know what it's like
to grow up as a Caucasian American. As if we
don't have problems, as if we don't suffer, as if we,
just by nature of having pale skin, do not know
what it is like to have to work for a living or expe
rience adversity. If you want to see people who
benefit in society from no work of their own, they
are labeled "inheritors of a fortune," not Cau
casians. I am now done with my rant and will get
to the real substance at hand; it is time to deal with
the real racists.
. In a previous article last semester which many
stIll remember, I defined racism as the injection of
race into matters where it does not belong. Race
does not belong anywhere because race is a social
construct, not a scientific one. There is only one
race that matters and that is the human race. The
only diversity that counts is diversity of thousht,
and although those who make a habit of playmg
the race card are free to espouse their thoughts,
that does not prevent them from being wrong, I
Cont'd on page 13
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Letters to the editor:
Dear Editor,
This article is in response
i:o the opinion junior, Ryan
Daley, wrote in last week's
Archway entitled "diversity
just is ...superficial at Bryant."
1 was disappointed in reading
what Daley had to say since r
have been a supporter of a
number of his previous arti
cles. Reading his article last
week, which insulted Bryant's
diversity initiative, as well as
the Intercultural Center (ICC)
and their 4MILE@Bryant pro
gram and BROSSIS list serve,
IS something I would have ex
pected from conservative
Archway contributor Brian
Kennedy. I agree that some of
Bryant's attempts at repre
senting diverSIty are at times
superficial, especially when
considerins the dispropor
tionately high number of mul
ticultural and international
students posing in pictures
for Bryant's marketing materi
als. Overall, I think Bryant is
doin~ an exceptional job in
creasing the overall diversity
of the institution from stu
dents to faculty to administra
tion and staff. ln no way is the
administration encouraging
or facilitating the segregation
of students into groups, as
Daley suggested, but these
formations of groups are sim
ply due to human nature.
In an attempt for full dis
closure, I did start my college
experience as a participant of
the 4MILE program and have
spent the past truee summers
as a student leader for the
program. In addition, I have
been involved in numerous
ICC programs and diversity
initiatives. My entering class
of 2007 consisted of around
7% multicultural and interna
tional students. The class of
2010 consists of around 15%.
Bryant's commitment to di
versity has been a success so
far considering its size, cur
riculum, and history. Now
that the numbers are increas
ing, the importance of pro
grams such as 4MILE and
surport of the ICC a re essen
tia for additional recruitment,
retention, and alumni in
volvement. Until Bryant
reaches an acceptable level of
diversity, the 4MILE@Bryant
program and the BROSSIS list
serve should continue, as they
have created a comfortable
and supportive environment
for multicultural and interna
tional students.
As a freshman, I consid
ered transferring, due to
Bryant's lack of diversity. I
thought I would be missing
out on a great learning experi
ence from a diverse student
body and staff. However, due
to the inclusiveness of the
ICC, I have gained more cul
tural understanding than I ex
pected, and more imRortantly,
a sense of belonging. I cannot
speak for all multicultural
and international students,
but it is hard at times being
the only student in a class
room or in certain social set

tings where you stand out be
cause of the way you look or
the way you talk. It is even
harder at times feeling indi
vidually responsible for rep
resenting multiculturalism
and ~lobal view s. The ICC
proVides forums such as
4MILE and BROSSlS to dis
cuss these issues and many
more. The ICC is a home
away from home for many
students at Bryant and we
should be applauding their
efforts for trying to make
Bryant a better place for
everyone. Even though
change can be hard at times,
we should continue to sup
port Bryant's commitment to
diversity, because becoming
more diverse will strengthen
this institution.
Daley asked why he did
not get an invitation to 4MlLE
and suggested that the pro
gram be open to anyone who
is interested in learning about
different cultures. I would
like to ask him when was the
last time he or the students he
was referring to have at
tended a Mu1ticultural Stu
dent Union (MSU) meeting,
International Student Organi
zation (ISO) meeting, or an
ICC event? MSU is not only
for multicultural students,
ISO is not only for interna
tional students, and all ICC
sponsored events are open to
everyone. The students that
do show up are usually the
same students involved with
the ICC, and a majority of
those students participated in
4MILE.
Also, Daley makes a false
claim when he says that
4MlLE creates a' clique" be
tween multicultural and inter
national students. Not all
4MILE students socialize with
each other. The students that
want to learn about different
cultures and become involved
with the ICC are typically the
ones that "clique" to!7,ether.
ICC students 'clique' to
ge~her as any ~tudents ~ould
being a part ot an orgaruza
tion as strong as the ICC, such
as fraternities, sororities,
sports teams, as well as other
student organizations.
"Cliques" are known to be ex
clusive, but during my four
years of experience at Bryant,
these multicultural and inter
national students have been
the most open and accepting
people I have known on cam
pus.
Diversity is clearly a hot
topic at Bryant just as it is at
other schools and in the busi
ness world. Bryant clearly
needs to become more diverse
as a whole, but it is getting
better every year with its com
lnitment to diversity, and we
should be encourasing its de
velopment in creating an
amazing experience for all
members of the community.

Dear Editor,
Brian Kennedy, Archway staff writer, asserts
that there were some issues regarding The
Archway article that references Pride's action in
various activities last year as well as this year.
As the president of Pride, I'd like to directly
address some of these areas of concern.
First, we simply held an informational table
informing people that hom osexual males are
prohibited from donating blood on the basis of
their sexuality only. We didn't ask people not
to give blood, we simply gave them facts. Yet,
multiple statements made by Kennedy imply
and goes further to state that we were so en
thralled with the clause regarding homosexu
ality, that we completely ignored other clauses
that prohibit blood donation. Lets be clear, the
difference between those clauses, and ours is
that there is probable cause for those policies,
whereas the clause regarding homosexuals has
none. Disallowing the donation of homosexual
male's blood, is based on the assumption that
they are automatically at risk for HIV/AIDS.
HIV/ AIDS is not a homosexual disease. It is
more prevalent globally in heterosexuals than
anyone. Furthermore, when all donations are
tested, what's the real basis for the clause anr
wa~ besides preventing 300,000 homosexua
males (who would give blood if allowed) from
giving blood? Since one pint of blood saves
three lives, that's 900,000 lives disregarded.
PRIDE outlined these reasons at our table, per
haps Kennedy was too busy admiring our
"rainbow colored flags" to notice.
Another issue regarding PRIDE's role in the
Right to Serve Campaign was seen as an irrele
vant crusade which has no basis. Kennedy
goes into further detail about the "endless
physical and emotional trials" servicemen
have to face. First, of the soldiers who are
going through these trials, there are 65,000
plus homosexuals serving by their side and
have continued to sacrifice their identity as
well as their lives. They are not suffering be
cause they're disallowed to make a few homo
sexual jokes; they are suffering because they

are incapable of following some of the very
same coaes the military values dearly, honor,
and integrity." When you ask servicemen and
women in the military to be dishonest about
who they are on a day-to- day basis, in the
name of military cohesion, there is a direct vio
lation of the same code of conduct which asks
you to deny your sexuality. When the propen
sity alone of being a homosexual requires that
you lose your career, you leave little room for
unit cohesion an d in tact breed homophobia.
As much as our hearts go out to the soldiers
who will never return home to their friends or
families, at least their families are aware of
their deaths, can mourn for them properly,
and receives the rights that our U.S. military
grants. Unfortunately, homosexuals are denied
all of thee above.
In reference to PRIDES role on campus, we
have had multir.le events which educate the
campus, and wIll continue to. Had Kennedy
actually attend a meeting and done some re
search (before making an ass out of himself)
he would know this. Furthermore, PRIDE is
not going to apologize for addressing issues
that go beyond Bryant. In the 1960's when col
lege students left classes, held sit-ins at lunch
counters, and disregarded the fact that they'd
be arrested in the name of civil rights they did
n't shudder at the thought of missing a meet
ing or missing a class.
To answer Kennedy's question, of why ho
mosexuals have to be homosexual's first and
everything else later. We wouldn't have to be if
the government didn't go out of its way to ex
clude homosexuals from the basic civil rights
that everyone else takes for granted. In various
countries, (this doesn't include Iran), they get
the picture. Corporate companies are setting
the picture, and until the rest of Amenca
waKes up and gets the picture we'll wave our
damn flags loua and proud.
Symphone'e Willoughby
Bryant Pride President

Regards,
Tarang D. Patel
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KU: Real RacisDl
grow weary of the racebaiters of the world,
who, just like their Jim Crowe establishing Democrats
of the South, invoke race to separate and divide peo
ple at every possible opportunity. Hillary Clinton
walks into a Harlem cnurch ana ex,Pects the audience
to "know what she's talking about' when she refer
ences the House being "run like a plantation." Ned
Lamont's blogging cohorts put Joe Lieberman in
blackface, and yet black "leaders" Al Sharpton and
Jesse Jackson back Lamont to the hilt. Democrats toss
Oreo cookies at Michael Steele (black on the outside,
white on the inside, ha ha ha) and say Condoleeza
Rice is "serving the master." Cynthia McKinney
claims her whole cell phone socking incident with the
Capitol Police was "police brutality" and a statement
against black women in congress.
Does anyone notice a pattern here? Those racist
conservatives are just coming out of the woodwork,
aren't they? And yet, Black America votes for these
clowns to represent them 90% of the time. These are
the real racists; people who will stop at nothing to
make the black community feel entItled, because
when they are entitled they are dependent, and when
they are dependent they are eaSily influenced. And so
it is also true here, if something bad happens to me, it
is just my bad luck If something bad happens to an
African American, it can be pawned off as "institu
tional racism," "the ole boy's network," or anything
else that takes blame off the individual and onto soci
ety. Further, this racism is said to be systemic and in
visible. You can't trace i , you just know it is there,
always tryin g to push a brother down.
What I propose to YOl,I is that Martin Luther King
Jr., Rosa Parks, W.E.B. Dubois, and all the other civil
r ights le~ders actually 9,ot a great deal ~ccompl~shed
and the great struggle of mack AmerIca relatIve to
other groups is for the most part only there if you ar
actively seeking it out and hope it is there. After all,
what need is there for affirmative action, a race-based
system of segregation, if there truly is equal opportu
nity for all? Row would we be able to have BROSSIS
sending out e-mails about "strength in numbers" to
minority students if there was no alleged white power
structure running the show? So, I have but two ques
tions to ask all our minority students on campus. 1)
Do you think a policy which assumes you need assis
tance based on the color of your skin or your ethnicity
is racist? And 2) When did the segregation of students
based on race or ethnicity become a good thing? Last I
checked, Martin Luther King Jr. was all about integra
tion. He'd surely roll in his grave if he knew that in

Words of Wellness: Get Some Sl~ep

Continued from page 11

our " progre ssIve" society we only sent BROSSIS e
mails to minorities, at the e elusion of those of us

cursed with a legacy of pale skin.
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By Jen DiPrete

Staff Columnist
Sleep - we all love it, but few
of us ~et enough of it. For
today s college student, this
could be their mantra. I cannot
count the number of e-mails I
receive from students at the 2-3
am hour. School work, meet
ings, clubs, organizations, ath
letic obligations, jobs, noisy
roommates/suitemates, and
many other"distractions" make
g~tting the suggested 7-9 hours
at sleep each night virtually im
possible.
Lack of sleep (or too much)
can cause disturbances in every
day routines from fitness levels
to nutrition habits. A recent ar
ticle in Archives of Internal
Medicine revealed some inter
esting results of a survey col
lected from 17,634 college
students aged 17-30 at 27 uni
versities in 24 countries. Some
of the world-wide results:
Sixty-three percent slept 7-8
hours, 21 % were short sleepers
w ith 6% sleeping less than 6
hours and 15% sleeping 6-7
h ours. Sixteen percent had over
8 hours of sleep.
Of interest, those with short
sleep patterns rated their health
as "poor" more often. Also of
note, for United States students,
their mean sleep was tairly sim
ilar to the rest of the world,
though it appears that Japanese
and Korean students sleep less.
In addition, US students did
have one of the lower percents
of "poor" self-rated health. The
biggest sleepers: students from
Romania, at 8.04 hours in males
with a close second coming
from Spanish male students at
8.02 hours. The data suggests
short sleep may be more of a
eoncern tFtan long sleep.
Why is ade9uate sleep at the
right time crUCIal? For one,

sleep is food for the brain. Our
brain is always active, repairing
and reorganizing itself and con
solidating memories. Sleep also
plays a role in the growth
process. During sleep, the pitu
itary gland releases a growth
hormone which is important,
especially for those of you who
exercise frequently and hope to
build and tone muscle. This
growth hormone also stimu
lates bone marrow, which is
where the immune system cells
are born. Most importantly,
sleep protects. If you were to
wall< around in a dark, strange
room you would bump into
things.
A few notables on the biol
ogy of sleep: Our bodies
roughly synchronize with the
24-nour cycle of day and night
through a biological clock
called the circadian rhythm.
Light alerts the circadian clock
by activating the brain's pin al
gland to decrease the produc
tion of sleep-inducing mel 
tonin and as it gets d arker
triggers an in crease in mcla
t n ino M lalonin is thought to
rev~nt tu mors from grow i g,
prev nts vir I infections, s tim u
la tes you r immune system an d
enh anc s the qu ality of you r
sle .p . As a result, every 90 or
100 min u tes w e p ass through
five distinct sleep stages. Each
stage allows your body to expe
rience various sensations w hich
provide you with essential
physiological and neurological
needs for quality performance
the next day.
If you have trouble sleeping:
o DON'T drink alcohol or
caffeinated beverages in the
evening. Eliminate your caf
feine intake from noon on.
a Avo id nicotine before
going to 0
(p us tobacco
products are just flat out un
ealthy).

a Get to bed around the
same time every night.
a Reserve the bed for sleep,
NOT studying,
o Exercise early. Do it before
dinner, not after.
o Be sure your environment
is dark and cool. People usually
sleep best wh~n it's cool and
darK.
o Don't go to bed starving,
grab a SMALL snack (graham
cracker or two) .
a Cut naps short. Naps
should be no longer than 20-30
minutes, not 2-3 nours!
o Deal with stress in a
healthy manner. Leave it at the
bedroom door. If you can't, try
writing rour thoughts down in
a journa or mentally put them
aside. Plan to think aoout them
another time.
a Turn off the computer, tel
evision, cell phone, etc. All the
outside stimulation will make if
difficult to fall asleep.
a Practice deep breathing,
yoga, and stretching It will
relax you .
Another reminder about al
cohol, tobacco, and other sub
stances'an't hu r t.. . .alcoh ol
consumption before bed or any
time close to b d time w ill not
help yuu r sleep patterns. In
fact, it W Ill m ake already poor
sleep habits even worse: Too
many fires have started from
people falling asleep with lit
cigarettes (you shouldn't be
smoking in your room any
way). Nicotine is a stimulant, it
will keep you up, not calm you
down. Do not eat a full meal an
hour or sooner before bed time.
Anything you eat should be
small. On, and did I mention al
cohol????? Have a healthy
weekend and week ahead!

Multipartisan Hackery: Evolutionary Biology
In late August, The New York Times reported
that evolutionary biology had disappeared from
a list of acceptaole majors to recieve SMART
grants. These congressionally issued grants are
given to third and fourth year undergrads who
nave declared majors which have been approved,
and can be found on this list. A short time later,
evolutionary biology reappeared on the list.
Conservative:
Brian Kennedy
Personally I'm with the De
partment of Education that re
moving the evolutionary
biology major was just a cleri
cal error. The Department of
Education despises "the reli
gious right" and the idea that
they would censor evolution
ary biology in that light is ridiculous. The De
partment of Education is too busy making cases
for abolishing prayer from schools, dealing with
increased school violence because they won't
allow teachers to discipline or kick out delin
quent brats, bowing down to teacher's unions,
and otherwise lackmg any sort of backbone
whatsoever.
The scientists who got themselves in a furor
over this mistake believe in evolutionary theory,
dare I say it, religiously. Any attempt to silence
the Church of Darwin is viewed as some vicious
assault from the religious right. Evolutionary
theory has more missing links than it does
species to link together, and on the whole macro
evolution cannot be proven. That being said,
while I am an active member of the Roman
Catholic Church, I am also not a creationist. Gen
esis is good for its moral value and its warnings
about sin and disobedience to the Lord, but tak
ing it literally word-for-word is just as foolish as
raging about assaults on evolution coming
through a pro-evolution agency. I do not Know
where everything came from, and maybe it is
better human beings don't know. Currently, sci
ence has no effective way of telling us how the
universe began. Even using Big Bang theory,
your particles have to come from somewhere, so

you can assume one of two things as a given.
Either that matter was always tnere from the
beginning or that matter was created by a
supreme being. Neither can be conclusively
proven since no one has any idea how old the
Universe is, nor will we ever be able to view
such an occurrence unless we find a way to
view alternate dimensions just developing
their own universes.
In short, the question of man's origin has
been discussed in every single culture
throughout human history. These theories are
just some among many that have been stated
through the years. Human beings will proba
bly never know their origin, and I'm not losing
sleep over it. What is important is what we do
to help while we are alive, not whether we
were descended from ooze or deities. I am
sure the Department of Education will fix their
clerical error, and some science majors can ge t
on with their studies. No harm, no foul.
Liberal:
Peter Connors
This issue is very hard to
take a stand on. I'd like to be
lieve that this was a clerical
mistake, but as mentioned in
the article, the processing of the
list is a mechanical job in which
there is no approval or deliber
ation needed. There would
have been no reason for anyone to single out this
major for removal, unless it was done mali
ciously. A writer in a forum I came across
brought up Hanlon's Razor; "Never assume mal
ice when stupidity will suffice." This is probably
the best way to look at the issue, although I
would still be interested to learn how such a cler
ical error was made. The NYT article said that the
major was missing, but not its numerical head
ing, which would mean that a printing error was
out of the question. To me, this only means that
someone would have had to remove the major.
The real problem for this issue is the timing.
If there would be one major that some leaders
might want removed, this would be the one.
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Whether the major was removed maliciously or
not, I suppose we can take comfort in the fact
that we nave a media which will report such
small, but very consequential changes. One
forum writer speculated that perhaps the stir up
made by the teams scared whoever removed the
major into replacing it. Either way, I'm just happy
that the removal of this major was done in secret,
instead of on the floor of Congress - that will be a
dark day.

The ideas presented in Multipartisan Hacker!!. do not
necessarily represe1lt those of The Archway, Its edi
tors, writers, or Bryant University. The writers of
Multipartisan Hackery are not political experts, but
are vocal with their political beliefs and are writing
from their perspective. Please realize that people who
fall alon$ the political spectrum at the sam,:place as
these wrzters often may very well have a different
opinion all the subject at hand. Readers are strongly
encouraged to write letters to the editor ill response to
the opinions expressed in this column. If you feel un
represented, send us an e-mail with your thoughts.
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Horoscopes

If you want to kick the blues...Clapton
either tried to dress younger
or looked stuck in th e early
90's w ith their purple and
green jewel tone nylon track
and
uit, stonew ashed denim
Sarah Campbell
jackets, tapered leg jeans, old
school cowboy boots, and
Editorial Assistant
th eir original, now vintage,
con
cert tees.
The show was everything we
audience of our par
This
expected - outstanding solos, ex
tremely talented m usicians, and a ents shocked us most on ce
the concert began. The danc
night well worth the wait.
ing and drinking did not
The most surprising thing: the
phase us but here is one
audience. Until we arrived, we
Image to ponder: Clapton
did not take into considera .on
plays "I shot the Sheri.ff",
that most Clapton fans are as old
you see lighters in the crowd
as our parents. These older fans
and then there's a curious
smell - just imagine your
parents and their frien ds
at a concert smoking a
few jo' 1ts to relive their
youth...
The opening act,
Robert Cray, was the per
fect precursor to Clapton
with an eclectic mix of
rock and blues. Cray
came back on stage for a
few songs to solo with
Clapton.
Gapton didn't solo as much
as expected but in the song
"Got to get better in a little
while" all of the guitarists,
Doyle Bramhall, Derek Trucks,
and Eric Clapton plaved in
tense duelirlg solos. 1t ap
peared that nearly every artist
on the stage played a solo in
almost every song.
About halfway through
Clapton s\ 'tched to acoustic
with Derek Trucks for a few
photo courtesy of ericc/apton.com songs before going back to
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By Lauren Cimino
Editor-in-Chief
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electric with the songs "After
Midnight," "Wonderful Tonight,"
"Layla," and "Cocaine."
The stage looked sophisticated
with the curtain background
styled to impersonate a ripped t
shirt. Through the curtain and
screens, the lights bounced off
different colors and images of
past performances to add to the
show's ambiance.
As an English born American
i 0 wh sc ork J influen d
generations, anyone who has the
chance should go see one of

Spelling Bee is a G-R-E-A-T hit
By Brigit Clancy
Staff Writer
On October 7, 1 attended the hit
Broadway musical, The 25th An
nual Putnam County Spelling Bee, a
fUImy, tender, satirical musical
with lyrics and music by William
Film. Spelling Bee is based on the
book by Racllel Sheinkin.
Spelling Bee is about six young
people on the edge of puberty who
are striving to become adults. The
spelling bee participants use com
petition to define tfiemselves, apart
from their crazy families. Their
struggle is to escape a childhood
overseen by grown-ups w ho never
completely succeeded in escaping
it themselves.
The spellers include a "v irtu
ous" boy scout, a girl who real" zes
losing is not the end of the world, a Some of the Spelling Bee Stars
heavyset boy who spells words
with his magical foot, a girl who
fights for civil equality, a young girl whose parents
tough competition for fue other spellers. William
never show for the Bee, and a boy who wears a hel
Barfee (pronounced Bar-fay) is the heavyset boy
met for his own protection due to his clumsiness.
who wntes out the words siven to him, by outlin
Marcy Park, the young girl who finds losing is
ing the word with his magIcal foot, across the
not the end of the world, has competed in national
Continued on page 15
spelling bees, often winning. She proves to be
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Man of the Year
By Michael Pickowicz
Staff Columnist
This sit
when the two stories corne together, it's
almost completely forgotten that the
uation
movie is about a president who is a co
shouldn't
be foreign
median because nothing funny is said
to movie
for a good 40 minutes in the middle.
goers. You
Anotner thing that bugged me is that
almost all the comedy comes in the
walk into
the theater,
form of stand-up, all done by Williams.
sit down and watch, expecting to see
This would have been fine if other
the movie television advertisements
characters made any attempt to be
funny, but, unfortunately, that wasn't
told you about. Half way through the
the case. This ultimately makes
mOVIe, you wonder to yourself, "Am I
Williams' role in the filin seem more in
in the right movie?" Marketers of
line with what the movie really is, a by
"Man of the Year" posed the question
to their audience, "What would hap
the-book conspiracy movie.
As I walked out of the movie, I
pen if a comedian ran for president
and won?" Unfortunately, as great a
heard people in back of me saying, "I
wish tn.e movie was funnier." The lady
plot as you may have thought this
could have made, it only explains 1/5 th
in front of me promptly agreed. What's
of the movie. That
being said, I'm not
here to talk to you
about how "Man
of the Year"
wasn't the movie
marketers told me
it was going to be,
but to review the
movie that was
put in front of me.
"Man of the
Year" can be best
described as a
part comedy, part
conspiracy
thrilfer. The movie
follows a come
dian television
news reporter
Phtoto courtesy of mctcampus.com
(similar to Jon
Above is Robin Williams, who stars in Man of the Year
Stewart) by the
name of Tom
sad about the movie is that it feels like
Dobbs (Robin Williams). He makes the
decision, thanks to his fans' support, to a missed opportunity. We could have
run for President of the United States.
gotten a movie about Robin Williams
Using hb unique, stand-up comedic
causing some political mayhem an
way, he surprises the country with his
changing the svstem in his own
interesting take on the political system. comedic way. fustead, we get some
The othernaIf of "Man of the Year"
lady trying to reveal a truth that a cor
deals with a new electronic ballot used
poration is desperate to hide. The
to make sure that voting is easy and
movie isn't terrible by any means, and,
fast for all voters. The only problem is
at times, it was quite funny. The fact is
that there is an error in the program
the stand-up by Williams can't save
that is found too late to fix. A woman
this predictable movie. Save your eight
named Eleanor Green (Laura Linney) is bUCKS. I give "Man of the Year" 2 Bull
determined to get the truth out while
dogs out of 5.
the corporation is determined to sweep
the situation under the rug.
As you can see by the summary,
"Man of the Year" is all over the place.
At one point, you'll be laughing at
Williams' witty one liners, and the
next, you'll be watching some conspir
acy plot so generic, you'll swear you've
seen it before. In the beginning, any
time Williams isn't on tne screen, the
comedy dies. What's worse is that

IS MOVIe eame
2 out of 5 Bulldogs
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County Spelling Bee
Continued from page 14
stage. Leaf Coneybear, the boy who
wears the helmet, spells a word cor
rectly only when he seems to be pos
sessed by a "spelling spirit." These
three characters provide much of the
comic relief in Spelling Bee. The rest of
the stage cast gives strong support that
adds to the eventual struggle for a win
ner. Each of the main characters has
their own challenges and reasons for
being in the Bee.
Reading the list of words to the
spellers are two interesting announc
ers-Rona Lisa Peretti and Douglas
Panch. Peretti is a lovely woman and
the first annual Putnam County
SpellinS Bee champion. Panch is the
Vice Pnncipal of the school where the
Bee is held. Panch never seems to get
over the fact that he will seemingly
never be the Principal, due to his
lack of administrative and social fi
nesse. These two announcers also add
to the musical's laugh-out-Ioud com
edy. They randomly interject current
events and comedic anecdotes that
keep the show up-to-date and fresh.

Spelling Bee is set apart from other
plays in th at four members of the audi
ence have the option of participating in
the show. Before the musical begins,
members of the audience write down
and submit to the producers of the
Spelling Bee his or her name to be en
tered in a drawing to participate. If
that audience member is chosen then
he/she becomes one of the spellers
competing in the show. The names are
drawn from a box by some of the cast
members themselves. After being cho
sen the audience member joins tn.e cast
of the Spelling Bee on stage. The partici
pants then have a shot at spelling dif
ferent words, varying in levels of
difficulty.
The 25 th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee is a show of wit and of
quickly moving entertainment. The
musical is entertaining, moves along ef
fortlessly, and the message is endearing
and relatable for anyone who has been
in any kind of competition. Winning is
not everything.

Lauren ordered the Ravioli di
Gorgonzola. It was served in a light
plum tomato sauce with grilled
Opinion Editor
Chicken, eggplant, and artichoke
and
hearts. This-dish was a special, and
special it was.
Lauren Cimino
Ryan's main course was Agnello
Editor-in-Chief
alIa Grislia, a New Zealand rack of
lamb gnlled and baked with a
Lauren and Ryan wanted to
hazemut and goat cheese crust.
check out some place classy this
Cooked to a medium well, it was
week so they chose Gian Carlo's Ris
aesthetically pleasing and quite lus
torante, an elegant Woonsocket es
cious on the taste buds. The portion
tablishment to which Lauren made
was generous and the lamb was ac
sure Ryan wore a blazer. The drive,
companied with garlic mashed po
was longer than most of their other
tatoes and field greens.
reviews (still short  only about 10
The main topic over dinner was
minutes). However, the drive and
Ryan's inadequacies when it comes
dressing ended up being totally
to relationships - this was ironic
worth it.
considering while they were proba
Their waiter, Tash, was very pro
bly the only non-couple in the place,
fessional, polite, and attentive. He
their waiter, Tash, seemed to as
took the liberty to replace Lauren's
sume they were on a date. It pro
white napkin with a black one so
vided for some entertainment as
the lint wouldn't show on her pants
Tash cautioned them that the hazel
(Lauren immediately loved Gian
nut on Ryan's lamb might not jive
Carlo's). He also went through the
with Lauren's nut allergy.
menu with Lauren to show ner
And to top it all off, the dessert 
which entrees she should watch out a massive one pound slice of choco
for due to her nut and seafood aller
late truft1e cake - was the bigliiest
gies, and was nice enough to clean
opener of the evening. It s prob
eye
up the mess of crumbs Ryan man
ably still sitting in the refrigerator at
aged to
Ryan's town
spill from
house with
the bread
11 bites
Gian Carlo's Ristorante
prior to
taken out
153 Hamlet Ave, Woonsocket
our main
(each by a
765-3711
course
different per
Tues-Fri 4-1Opm; Sat 5-11
corning out
son) but it
of the
was a perfect
kitchen.
end to the
For their
meal.
appetizer,
they chose
Gian Carlo's is moderately priced
RoTIatini di Melanzana, fried egg
you're looking for a cheap date
so
if
rolled and stuffed with buf
we
don't.recom.merid.th.is.restau·
l' faJo"1mcrzze'tel.la and b asi, p ped
rant. But if you don't mind spend
with plum tomatoes and served
ing
the money, Gian Carol's won't
over greens. Very delicately pre
disappoint. The food, atmosphere,
pared and full of fine flavor to boot.
and service make it a great date,
This dish was Lauren's favorite,
night out, or dinner when the par
however her entree came in a close
ents are in town.
second.

Rya~baley
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